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RESEARCH QUESTION
Why do filled pauses (uh, um)
benefit comprehension?
●

●

Processing time increased?

1

Attention to speech stream?

2

METHOD
Materials
● Stories from Alice's
Adventures in
Wonderland
● 14 plot points each
● Recorded naturalistic
productions
● Manipulate disfluency
at 6 of 14 plot points
through splicing

Prediction of upcoming
3
material?

●

EXPERIMENT 1
Compare:
Fillers before new plot points

“Meanwhile, the cook keeps
hurling plates at the Duchess.”

Coughs before new plot points
●Matched in duration to fillers
“Meanwhile, (cough) the cook keeps
hurling plates at the Duchess.”

EXPERIMENT 2
Compare:
Fillers in typical locations
4
●
Norming : Before plot points
“Meanwhile, uh... the cook keeps
hurling plates at the Duchess.”

Fillers in atypical locations
● 5x less common in plot points
“Meanwhile, the cook keeps uh...
hurling plates at the Duchess.”

Fluent stories
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% of plot points recalled

Fluent stories

*
*

85%

●

●

●

Fillers

Fluent

Coughs

n.s.

75%

●

70%
65%

Despite identical duration
Evidence against processing
time hypothesis

Discussion
● Fillers in atypical locations
should lead to incorrect
predictions

*

85%
80%

Non-linguistic interruptions
(coughs) hurt comprehension
Wald z = -2.15, p < .05

80%

75%

Model odds of
recall of each plot
point with multi
level model

Wald z = 2.23, p < .05

Results
% of plot points recalled

“Meanwhile, uh... the cook keeps
hurling plates at the Duchess.”

●

Discussion
● Fillers benefit comprehension

Results
90%

Procedure
● Naïve participants
listen to story
● Recall in as much
detail as possible

But benefit comprehension
just as much!
Wald z = -0.85, p = .39

Typical
Filler

Atypical
Filler

Fluent

●

Evidence against predictive
processing hypothesis

GENERAL DISCUSSION
● Fillers may increase attention to speech stream
● Compensation for anticipated difficulty?
● Specific predictions may not always be made in
complex discourse
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